
 Projective Verse, Space-Time and Attention 

 

I want to start this morning by reading the abstract I sent to be on this panel, which has changed about 
a dozen times since I sent it in a few months ago, including this Tuesday. So today (!), I see “Projective 
Verse” as one battle in the eternal war between motion and stasis in which, briefly, motion gained the 
advantage. This has been stated in more philosophical terms by Heidegger and Whitehead,1 but what’s 
important is that this particular motion, in the spirit of space-time, goes both forwards and back. 
“Reality was without interruption,” wrote Olson in “Equal, That Is, To The Real Itself” (1958) and in 
his “Letter to Elaine Feinstein” a year later he added “Thus one is equal across history forward and 
back”: a state brought about, one could say, through warps in the fabric of space-time. These 
proclamations enlarged the “stance toward reality outside a poem” that he outlined in the second part 
of Projective Verse, which has proved as important as the narrower technical matters of the first part in 
the ideas and poetics of our own time. This paper seeks to resume acquaintance with that stance, other 
elements of which are teased out in “The Special View of History” (1956) – an addendum to which was 
recently published in Dispatches from the Poetry Wars – and the rest of the Feinstein letter. It was a view 
of reality that never fundamentally altered throughout Olson’s wide-ranging explorations across space-
time even though always dependent on chance and circumstance: indeed, chance and circumstance, 
plus genetic inheritance and idiosyncratic creative agency, are all factors that allow us to see our actions 
on the earth in new ways. The paradox of celebrating the essay 70 years after its publication at a 
conference on literature is that it was never meant to be literary, but, rather, an instruction manual on 
how to ascertain and transmit what Robert Duncan called “the depths of the Immediate” or, as Olson 
had it, “the absolute condition of present things.” This involves “prehension,” to use Whitehead’s term, 
which depends on active and informed observation rather than the lazier intellectual activities of 
comparison or classification: the content that results empowers poets to “do more form than how form 
got set” (“Letter to Feinstein”). 

* 

It’s easy to read the second part of “Projective Verse” as if it were an extension of the first because it also 
seems to deal with aesthetic matters, specifically, the altered subject matter that might attend the usage 
of projective techniques. But it also looks ahead to its genetic cousins “The Special View of History” 

                                                 
1 “To retrieve the ontological priority of temporality, of process, over Being or Form in the circle of understanding and a 

notion of truth, not as spatializing and distancing correspond-dence, but as aletheia, the always ‘going-on’ (Heidegger’s 

phrase) of truth as concealment/unconcealment, which is the measure of being-in-the-world” (Spanos).  
 



and the “Letter to Elaine Feinstein,” which develop that new “stance towards reality” in more explicit 
ways, some of which borrow from Einstein’s theories of relativity. 

That is, one of the main tenets of space-time is that the way we experience the universe is dependent on 
our motion through it, and that motion makes simple space and simple time malleable: that much was 
clear from Einstein’s formulation of special relativity in the early years of the 20th century. In 1915, 
though, came a new wrinkle; Brian Greene, in his book The Elegant Universe, used that word advisedly, 
as general relativity posited that space and time can warp and curve in response to the presence of 
matter or energy. As he had it, they “can no longer be thought of as an inert backdrop on which the 
events of the universe play themselves out; rather . . . they are intimate players in the events themselves.” 

Olson’s lecture notes about these theories in “The Special View of History” sometimes make one 
wonder if he understood them completely; even if he didn’t, of course, he’d be part of the great 
tradition of how mistakes and misunderstandings lead to illumination, as with Pound and Fenollosa’s 
Chinese written characters. As Olson prepped, “the Mysteries, Alchemy, Gnosticism & now 
Einsteinian physics – Energy & Matter, the General Field Theory, that only in the exchange of each is 
the real: process is reality.” And later, “we are not Ionians. We are Einsteinians. We can know 
thermodynamics, and get our hands in. It is a crazy time.”2  

Anyway, my specialty isn’t physics, and I won’t spend a lot of time with the intricacies of relativity. But 
Olson referred to space-time early and often, so I want to tease it out a bit here. One of the earliest 
instances is the “Bibliography on America for Ed Dorn,” where he’s at first tentative, in his discussion 
on millennia, about employing “light years” as a measure of time, but then reverts to classic Olson-ism, 
giving an intimidating definition of attention, namely “the intimate connection between person-as-
continuation-of-millennia-by-acts-of-imagination-as-arising-directly-from-fierce-penetration-of-all-
past-persons, places, things, and actions-as-data (objects).” This is nothing less than a saturation job, 
finding out everything worth knowing about whatever particular subject is under review – “as though,” 
he writes, “there were any other ‘like’ than an attention which has completely saturated or 
circumvented the object.”  But what’s important about that attention is that it opens up space-time for 
exploration. And equally as important is what it’s not: “not by fiction to fiction: our own ‘life’ is too 
serious a concern for us to be parlayed forward by literary antecedence. In other words, ‘culture,’ no 
matter how great.” 

                                                 
2 When I read this supplement to The Special View of History, I wondered – not for the first time – what it was like to be in 

one of his classes. They were “especially inhospitable for women,” Ben Friedlander writes, but as Miriam Nichols says in her 
great book Radical Affections, criticizing Olson for machismo is a little like criticizing Dante for being Catholic. 

 



I’ll want to return to the limitations of culture and literature, at least as he saw them (unless you really 
care about T.S. Eliot’s love letters), but if space and time are malleable, it means, as he says at the end of 
the Bibliography, that “the littlest is the same as very big if you look at it.” It then becomes possible, as 
Ammiel Alcalay writes in his essential book a little history, “to shift the tides of human motion in 
relation to our known past and all means of recording and preserving that past.” It led, Alcalay says in 
an interview (part of which I’ll play you in a minute), to “poetry that had the force of ancient texts, that 
was of a different order than how poetry had been.” For example, here’s Jeremy Prynne, a year after 
Olson died: 

Maximus looks out to sea. He looks through the sea, down into the sea, out into the cosmos, we 
have the whole of Okeanos, we have the whole of the void, we have the whole of the circular 
curve. We have the whole of the condition of space. The circular curve is an important 
condition of the lyric, because the cosmos, in Olson’s sense, comprises the rearward time vector, 
back to the past, and all the space vectors extended until they go circular, that is to say, until you 
reach the ultimate curvature of the whole, so that they solve themselves as myth. . . . So that at 
once the curvature is reached, the lyric concludes, what takes over is the condition of myth. 

Max Raphael defines the concave-convex curve as the basic formal element of Franco- Cantabrian cave 
painting; one finds no "geometrization" into a sine curve or a straight line, because "the curve is not a 
sequence of points that obey a rigid and always identical course, but a motion caused by an elemental 
force (mana) whose rhythm it follows" (Raphael, p. 20). And just as “the shape of space responds to 
objects in the environment,” writes Brian Greene, changing as our attention changes, “time is warped if 
its rate of passage differs from one location to another.” Topology is of course a word of great 
importance for Olson, so it might be interesting to know, as Miriam Nichols writes, that it’s now a 
branch of mathematics, “which has as its object the study of the properties of space as these are 
preserved under deformation. Homeomorphisms, or functions that stretch space, are of particular 
interest” (31). No kidding. 

“This is eternity. This now. This foreshortened span” is the first line of the first essay in Creeley’s 
edition of Olson’s Selected Writings, and it’s also the first thing I ever read by Olson in 1973 and to 
which what I’m saying this morning offers an extended gloss. So for those of you willing to take a yoga 
breath, please do. “Indian Yoga,” wrote Olson in that supplement to “The Special View of History,” 
assumes that “the sympathetic nervous system can be as known and used as the central nervous system,” 
and a little later in that piece, he calls the “in breath” Psyche and the “out breath” Pneuma, offering 
another biological analogue to the skin of “Human Universe” as a boundary between inside and 
outside. Breathing as a function of being alive, a direct connection to one’s physicality – I read 
somewhere, but can’t cite, an account that Olson in his last days said that the one thing he regretted, 
and which could have kept him alive a little longer, was not breathing deeply more often. “Projective 
Verse,” in that sense, is a fundamental acknowledgment of breath, rhythm, and cadence in articulation 



– “being a poet,” said Ammiel Alcalay in a video I’ll show you a little of now, “means knowing how to 
breathe” [the whole thing is worth watching, but the relevant portions for the purposes of this paper are 
from 4:10 to 7:30]. The first person you’ll see is Hettie Jones, who published, along with the then Leroi 
Jones, one of the first editions of “Projective Verse.” 

At one point in Alcalay’s a little history, he has occasion to recall one of Olson’s earliest published 
pieces, a reflection on Ezra Pound’s incarceration at St. Elizabeth’s called “This Is Yeats Speaking,” in 
which Olson asks “What have you to help you hold in a single thought, reality and justice?” Projective 
Verse was one of his first answers to that question; by extension, the forms that arise from projective 
techniques are analogies with the hoped-for form of a reunited world, “an actual earth of value.” So 
when Alcalay says about Projective Verse that its intent has been misunderstood and also that “a certain 
ossification of its meaning has set in,” so that “on the one hand too much is made of it and on the other 
not enough is made of it,” I think what he means is that instead of seeing it as yet another literary 
movement, we might think of it as what he says, as a way to generate “poetry that had the force of 
ancient texts, that was of a different order than how poetry had been”: 

He attempts to go across time, through place, by going to the Yucatan. He begins to research, 
and conceive of, culture in a holistic way, something that’s begun to return more recently, 
connecting archaeology and astronomy, anthropology, ecology, neurology, biology and 
linguistics, relating these and looking at production and culture as being of a piece, as humanly 
connected. 

Alcalay says that this focus “anticipates the most advanced contemporary thought,” but interestingly 
enough, in the spirit of space-time, it also recalls the past. One of the sourcebooks I used for my classes 
in English Literature has this to say about the concept of “Literature” in the 18th century: 

Today, literature has come to be associated generally with the “literary” or the aesthetic use of 
words, and it is often thought to be separate from many other fields. During the Restoration 
and the eighteenth century, however, literature was a very capacious field, and could include 
drama, history, natural philosophy (which we would today call “science”), political philosophy 
and poetry, to take but a few examples. 

This, of course, is what Olson always thought, and it’s also a hint to think more generously about the 
Enlightenment and the 18th century than as just repositories for rational thought. 

I want to touch now on some of the specific ideas of the second part of Projective Verse and also, later, 
the letter to Feinstein. Perhaps its central idea is “Objectism,” which involves “treating the poem as an 
object among other objects, by seeing its life interfused with other made things, and by granting it the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mWo9OPPOS8


freedom to explore its own limits.” At least, that’s how Michael Davidson put it in an essay on Olson 
and Edward Dorn some 40 years ago. Achieving this meant shedding a few things like the ego: 

getting rid of the lyrical interference of the individual as ego, of the 'subject' and his soul, that 
peculiar presumption by which western man has interposed himself between what he is as a 
creature of nature (with certain instructions to carry out) and those other creations of nature 
which we may, with no derogation, call objects. 

This doesn’t really have anything to do with Zukofsky’s Objectivism; Olson was never interested in a 
purely objective or factual poetry. What he was interested in was messing with a sense of time that was 
strictly linear and creating an energized map where historical events, always, affected the present. 
Making those events become part of the process – a synthesis of history and artistic practice – was what 
Olson meant by methodology. Olson's advice to Dorn in the “Bibliography on America” was to ". . . dig 
one thing or place or man until you yourself know more abt that then is possible to any other man. It 
doesn't matter whether it's Barbed Wire or Pemmican or Paterson or Iowa. But exhaust it. Saturate it. 
Beat it. " And he warned against the strict treatment of history as events; the results of historical study 
are not "how much one knows but in what field of context it is retained and used.” Interestingly 
enough, he wasn’t the first American writer who wanted to implicate the poet/historian in the 
moment: 

The student is to read history actively and not passively to esteem his own life the text, and 
books the commentary. Thus compelled, the Muse of history will utter oracles, as never to those 
who do not respect themselves. I have no expectation that any man will read history aright who 
thinks that what was done in any remote age, by men whose names have resounded far, has any 
deeper sense than what he is doing today. 

And that, as some of you know or might guess, was Ralph Waldo Emerson.  

If there’s one thing I want to stress this morning, though, it’s that MOVEMENT between the past and 
the future is the missing third term between body and soul, inside and outside, interior and projective: 
it’s the feedback loop. A lot of things become possible if we accept this conception of space-time: for 
example, “poetic lineage” can as easily go backwards as forwards – Olson at his most Blakean (in some 
parts of “The Special View”) can make us re-think The Four Zoas, with all those threes and fours, and 
then send us back to Jack Clarke, whose work tried to blend them. 

Another writer I want to mention here, and a little later, is Jack Spicer; he wrote a letter to Graham 
Mackintosh in 1954, which included this passage: “There’s a big difference between talking as a teacher, 
which is easy, and talking as a poet, which is heartbreakingly difficult if you want to talk honestly.” And 
Ed Dorn, in an interview conducted by Stephen Fredman in 1976 called “Roadtesting the Language,” 



“There must be something in ‘being a poet,’” “and it’s demonstrably not material, so I therefore suspect 
it must be divine. The obligations would be self-evident. It’s divining like science is divining.” Or like a 
divining stick: Dorn was talking about what he called “The Obligations of the Divine,” part of which 
were “to be alert to Spirit, and not so much write poetry as to compose the poetry that’s constantly 
written on air.” 

Such a practice may or may not be “literary”: it involves figuring out where to get information, and how. 
But speaking of literature, here’s part of Iain Sinclair’s review of Ed Dorn’s Collected Poems: 

Olson was an inconvenient guest . . . Sunset to sunrise, Olson would rumble, thump, burn, 
growl; whaling his chain of Camels, as Dorn said, in one gulp. . . . [He] remembered, “those 
were amazing times. Jeremy Prynne came over from Cambridge. Olson turned our house into a 
kind of salon. Those were beautiful active times. I mean not literary active, but more expanded. 
It was never literary with Charles. He liked the literary, but that was a small role for him.” 

Davidson wrote that Olson “had no use for the generalized cultural despair of a Joyce or an Eliot,” but 
it’s important to understand how far that went. Most of us are probably familiar with Olson’s 
condemnation of “the universe of discourse,” which he says started with Socrates and Plato, but here’s 
an example of what he’s talking about, a famous critic named Meyer Abrams, who’s attempting to 
summarize all of Western literature: 

the nostalgia for lost origins pervading form in the Western literary tradition beginning with 
Aristotle's logocentric apotheosis of plot as the “end and purpose of... tragedy” and Virgil's 
“construction” of Homer's eccentric narrative into a technique of prophecy/ fulfillment, 
through Dante's understanding of narrative as cosmic vision from God's eye, to Wordsworth's 
definition of poetry as “emotion recollected in tranquility,” Proust's conception of fictional 
form as a circular recherche du temps perdu and T. S. Eliot's affirmation of the “mythical 
method” as a “way of controlling, of ordering, of giving a shape and a significance to the 
immense panorama of futility and anarchy which is contemporary history.” 

Yikes! I hope it’s clear that the poetics of Olson and Creeley set out in a completely different direction. 

I’ve already mentioned Miriam Nichols a few times, and as she’s very much one of the muses of this talk, 
I want to quote her here and a little later about why Olson fell out of favor in what she calls “the theory 
decades”: 

the popularity of continental theory in North American academies, just as projective verse had 
begun to attract serious critical attention, had the general effect of cramping [its] propositional 
content and methodological potential rather than opening it up . . . the visionary cosmicity and 
politics of the New Americans seemed too utopian, too out of touch with the social realities of 



the times. As Adorno warns, art that celebrates creative agency where the real potential for such 
is limited becomes a travesty. What was needed at the end of the 1960s, it seemed, were poetries 
oriented to emerging globalization and to the ideology critique of social relations that were 
increasingly occulted by a changing economy – the elephant in the room. 

So much for the Obligations of the Divine. She’s talking about poems that recognize the post-modern 
condition, where everything is mediated and nothing is true. But Olson believed in truth! (with an 
exclamation point, as in the letter to Feinstein), and dismissed such theories, in the “Bibliography on 
America,” as “sociology”: “that dreadfull beast,” “without exception a lot of shit.” Here, I think we have 
to see him as totally un-ironic. The goal was to attain agency in space-time, or as Nichols has it, develop 
techniques that will “maintain our balance on the slippery earth.” It’s not that Olson’s writings aren’t 
“literary” in the sense that other works discussed at this conference are, but he was serious about the 
possibility that projective verse would usher in a new literature and a new ethos, which involves living 
on the earth in a different way, among human beings and the non-human as well: if we had accepted his 
ideas, catastrophic climate change might not be as threatening as it is now. 

But as Nichols implies, there hasn’t been a shortage of critics. One writes “Olson naively assumes that a 
vocabulary and syntax oriented to speech and sense perception rather than the rhetorical tradition can 
yield a world that is more authentic and less mediated than that of the tradition he rejects.” Also, 
“American romanticism, in Ahmad’s view, settles for the oracular and transcendental rather than 
rooting down in real social relations; its radicalism is consequently limited to the idealist tradition that 
seeks change through the transformation of consciousness rather than by changing the material 
conditions of life.” (The language in that last one is particularly unfortunate: what’s wrong with a 
transformation of consciousness?) 

Nichols summarizes these critics this way: 

Olson famously appealed to perceptual experience as a means of renewing poetic language and 
restoring the “familiar” – intimacy with nature and the body – to the human species. In the 
1970s and 80s, however, it was precisely perception that fell under Jacques Derrida’s 
poststructuralist critique of phenomenology . . . Lacan’s was another discourse that consigned 
experience to the imaginary realm of méconnaisance, a space to be exposed by the analyst and 
deconstructed by the aware critic as ‘always already’ mediated by the unconscious and the 
symbolic order. These philosophies focus on the production of experience through the 
socialization process: whatever counts for reality at a given moment is to be regarded as a heavily 
mediated sociolinguistic construct rather than a spontaneous experience. . . . [BUT] Olson and 
others of his company were interested not in how experience is produced, but in how the human 
species might be redefined and repositioned in relation to planetary life. In the theory decades, 
however, the vocabulary of projective poetics, steeped as it is in mythopoesis, seemed naïve in its 



situating of humanity in a cosmos “outside” the mind, when psychology and postmodern 
philosophies had so firmly moved everything in. 

It was bracing to read this, because it’s something I’ve thought for a long time – from taking a class in 
The Cantos from Norman O. Brown in 1973 to this morning – but never articulated quite as well. It 
also spotlights the value of this work and the others for environmentalism. For example, here’s an 
important section from Part II of Projective Verse: 

If he sprawl, he shall find little to sing but himself, and shall sing, nature has such paradoxical 
ways, by way of artificial forms outside himself. [At this point on the page I had scrawled in the 
margin “He’s talking about Lowell, Berryman and Schwartz” – god knows what I was 
thinking]. But if he stays inside himself, if he is contained within his nature as he is participant 
in the larger force, he will be able to listen, and his hearing through himself will give him secrets 
objects share. 

William Spanos glosses this addendum to “By ear he sd”: “Listening can attend to the invisible, whether 
that be ‘other minds’ or persons who fail to disclose themselves in their ‘inner’ invisibility, or the Gods 
who remain hidden, or my own self, which constantly eludes a simple visual appearance.” Similarly, 
Nichols: 

War, murder and torture have become the wallpaper of the evening news and the clichés of 
documentaries. Homeless people, casualties of decades of neoliberal public policy, line the 
streets of the world’s major cities, and ordinary well-meaning people pass them by because what 
might have once been perceived as urgent has become commonplace and finally barely 
perceptible. To these social examples might be added the killing off or brutalization of 
nonhuman species, environmental degradation, and the prospect of catastrophic climate 
change. At issue is more than a precept for which a poet is hardly needed; it is the possibility of 
imagining a different relationship with the planet. Relational thinking is pre-religious 
imaginative ground that needs to be cultivated if we are to even dream of an “actual earth of 
value.” The situated mind, actively engaged with the multiple dimensions of its world, is a mind 
capable of holding the world as shape. (63) 

“It follows,” she says earlier, “that the new and the particular come about through the way the organism 
selects and redeploys the past it inherits as it responds to the contingencies of its environment; it is a 
route, a path – a Tao – rather than a static substance” (29). In other words, the feedback is the stance. 

Interestingly enough, Walter Benjamin, whom you’ll hear about in other panels at this conference, had 
a similar take. As Richard Wolin writes in An Aesthetic of Redemption: 



Benjamin takes his stand . . . in the midst of profane life. And from his lowly station in the fallen 
historical world, he sifts through the ruins of bygone ages for traces of redeemed life in the hope 
that if these traces can be renewed for the present, the link between the Messianic era . . . and 
the present era, however godforsaken it may appear, can be, if not guaranteed, at least prevented 
from falling into oblivion. (107) 

Hannah Arendt, in her introduction to Illuminations, glosses this ambition: 

he concluded that he had to discover new ways of dealing with the past . . . the transmissibility 
of the past had been replaced by its citability and that in place of its authority there had arisen a 
strange power to settle down, piecemeal, in the present and to deprive it of peace of mind . . . 
[he wrote] “quotations in my works are like robbers by the roadside who make an armed attack 
and relieve an idler of his convictions”3 

* 

I’d said I wanted to talk about Spicer in this context; this “experiential” focus, as Miriam Nichols says 
often, is the opposite of Spicer’s pessimism. His second “Imaginary Elegy” posits that “The moon is 
God’s big yellow eye,” and she glosses: “This eye of God is the virtual past – the past that in the 
differently oriented poetics of Olson and Duncan is the fertile ground of the future (i.e., space-time), 
the raw material of the cosmic combinatoire. In Spicer’s poem, however, the eye suggests a knowing that 
is an effect of the Word-machine” (153). In his last lecture in 1965, Spicer called Olson one of the 
“bosses” of poetry that one would do best to ignore. Although he shared with Olson the desire to 
capture the real, they used opposite methods, and Spicer’s discovery of the outside mainly convinced 
him that the inside wouldn’t do. That is, Spicer points to the real, but doesn’t see any way to bring it 
forward: even the Martians’ messages are important only to poets. 

Part of the “business” is to write poems incorporating (or summoning, or recognizing) the real world, 
and not just weave patterns of language. Although “one significant form” in Olson’s poetics “is his 
attack on syntax” (Nichols 59), the attack is meant to conjure what lies beyond it, the real. So to speak 
in terms of that spurious term “influence,” one thing Projective Verse didn’t lead to was Language 
Poetry: it’s much deeper and more inclusive than that. Spicer said in his last lecture that the politics of 
the poet were never the politics of the time, and that poetry was useless as a vehicle of social change. 
That’s SIMILAR, but not at all where Olson was going, which was, as William Spanos had it – 
remembering the phrase from “The Gate and the Center,” “living oral law to be discovered in speech as 

                                                 
3 More from Arendt on Benjamin: “without being a poet, he thought poetically and therefore was bound to regard the 

metaphor as the greatest gift of language. Linguistic ‘transference’ enables us to give material form to the invisible – ‘A 
mighty fortress is our God’ – and thus to render it capable of being experienced.” 



directly as it is in our mouths” -- much more hopeful: “Olson is attempting to retrieve for the present a 
pheno-menological understanding of language as the act of its occasion, as a process of discovering.” Or 
as Adorno remarked, “the essay does not aim at a closed, deductive or inductive edifice. It revolts 
especially against the doctrine, which has taken root since Plato, that the changing and ephemeral 
would be unworthy of philosophy; against that old injustice to the transient.” 

So coming to the end here, if I were to use my various sources this morning to summarize Olson’s 
poetics, it might look this way: 

the view that the world we perceive as an array of disparate things 

is actually a Whole, variously inflected by the entities that compose it . . . 

subjects and objects are local modes of the universe 

rather than essentially discrete entities, and as such 

they are tied to the cosmic totality as figures on a ground 

to which they are neither separate nor identical 

AND/OR 

dualisms of matter and mind, content and form, 

the sensible and the intelligible, the finite and infinite 

are better understood as zones of varying intensity 

in an ever-evolving, heterogeneous continuum 

stretching from a grain of sand to the depths of space 

AND/OR 

a new way to imagine being in the world; 

the search for a world view and stance that might issue in a new ethos. 

I want to stress that part of Olson’s greatness, for me, is his rescue of spontaneity, of luck and chance 
being essential factors in poetry, or as he has it in “The Special View,” “life is the chance success of a play 
of creative accidents.” My presence at this conference participating in a panel sponsored by “The 
Charles Olson Society” with Dale Smith and the sadly infirm Jeff Davis is one such accident, as was 



meeting Gerrit Lansing a few years ago and being a writer-in-residence at the Gloucester Writing 
Center, as was meeting Don Byrd for the first time just a few months ago in Brooklyn, where he took 
me on his famous walking-tour, as is having Olson scholars like Chuck Stein at the conference. 

And then there are the friends one encounters along the way: Ed Dorn, Tom Clark, and John Daley, 
and then, in Bolinas, Joanne Kyger, Bill Berkson, and Duncan McNaughton. The real “special view” is 
that history is happening all the time, which is the reason a new “stance towards reality” is necessary: it 
allows us to see the world as one act, one recognition. “I have stayed with that care because it is 
necessary and important,” wrote Dorn about the publishers of his work in his first Collected Poems. No 
generalization or idealization will cut it; as Olson had it, “what Socrates did was to isolate the value and 
thus raise and isolate the man-time from space-time. What he performed was a removal from the 
particular.” Or as Mississippi Fred McDowell sang, “You got to move     you got to move.” If the poem is 
energy to the reader, it also obligates the reader to give back to the poem: as the motto of Rolling Stock 
said, “If it moves, print it.” 

It’s a great privilege to talk about Olson among people who have spent a good deal of their lives with 
him, and that’s part of the special view of history I draw on here. 

 


